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design
engineer
Insights, information and experiences
from careers in design engineering

Think STEM.
Think QUT.

Studying STEM at QUT opens a world of
opportunities to achieve your full potential
and forge a rewarding career.
Discovering how to improve lives by solving a
range of real-world problems will be crucial
in the future. Many of the jobs of today were
unheard of a decade ago: app developers,
big data analysts, nanotechnologists and
sustainability engineers.

CRICOS No: 00213J

We all know that careers in STEM provide the
greatest opportunities to succeed in the future.
No university is better placed to help you
launch your STEM career than Queensland’s
only university of technology.
Search QUT STEM to learn more about your
study options, scholarship opportunities,
and life as a QUT STEM scholar.
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Take the
challenge

Dr David Holmes
Senior Lecturer,
Mechanical Design
& Manufacturing, QUT
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One of the founding principles of
design engineering is that you design
something that solves a problem.”
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From designing race cars to solving the world’s biggest climate
problems, design engineers are an important part of the pit crew.
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Design is part of EVERY kind of engineering, so if you’re an
all-rounder who likes thinking creatively and working with lots
of different people, start taking notes…

A design engineer
is a problem solver
who produces some,
sort of a machine
to solve
the problem
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community
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Clients
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Mechanical
(engineer)

computing

finance

IT
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Who are the companies signing
a design engineer’s pay cheque ATM?

Industry leaders

Consider the little guys

Manufacturing: Boral, BP Australia,
Amcor and Visy
Automotive: Everyone from Ford to
BMW
Mining: BHP Group
Solar farming: Currently popping up
everywhere. Government support
behind farms like Limondale makes
for good employment ops.
Domestic: Dyson. They’ve been
engineering household solutions for
nearly 40 years.

Startups and smaller boutiqu
e
agencies are on the rise with
new,
different, interesting and dive
rse
thinking where you can put
your
engineering skills to good use
.
(See page 8 for more.)

A grand
challenge

pay grade
You can earn some big bucks straight outta uni in the design engineering field!

$74,000
per year on average
5
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Global warming, changing climate and ensuring food sources and safe
drinking water are accessible for all, are just some of the grand challenges
facing the world RN and every grand challenge becomes a design
engineer’s problem.
They’re interesting problems, sure, but they’ll also be problems we can’t
even anticipate yet. So, the National Academy of Engineering out of the US
— along with a bunch of international engineering friends — have defined
14 Grand Challenges for Engineering. From solar and cyber space,
to health and infrastructure find where you could make a difference
in your engineering future: engineeringchallenges.org
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Engineering consultant Shay Chalmers
knows a thing or two about how to design
things for mass production

shay chalmers
strategic engineer
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Bachelor of Engineering
(Mechanical), QUT
Project Manager,
Cook Medical
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if you’re up for a
challenge and like problem
solving, it’s a fun career!”
manufacturing facilities. She
is also a par tner with Ontogo
,
which helps health technology
companies commercialise the
ir
products. As a result, she wor
ks with a lot of design enginee
rs
and knows their blind spots.
“You have to think about pro
ducts holistically,” she says.
A good
design engineer thinks about
the end user, but it’s also imp
orta
nt to
think about how easy the pro
duct is to manufacture and sell
.
“People often say they can’t
find a manufacturer, but ofte
n the
problem is that manufacturing
their product is not feasible.”
Every day is different for Sha
y. She might be doing a site
visit,
writing a risk analysis report,
talking to suppliers or reading
about new technology. “If you
’re up for a challenge and like
problem solving, engineering
is a really fun career!”
– Chloe Walker
Process Engineer,
Severstal NA

Master of Engineering
Management, QUT

Owner and Director,
Strategic Engineering Australia

Partner,
Ontogo
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It’s better! I still wasn’t sure exactly what
industrial design entailed when I started, and
it’s been eye-opening. I’ve worked on graphical
user interfaces and learned about ergonomics
and usability. This semester we’re working with
an Arduino circuit board. The last project I did
was designing a lamp in the style of a movie. I’d
never thought of doing anything like that before,
but it was a good exercise in hand shape and
movement and how people actually use products.

I always liked graphics
and design at high school
and I wanted to do produ
ct design. But that’s not
something you can go ou
t and study. Then in
Year 11 we had a new gra
phics teacher who had
studied industria l design
. I thought industria l
design was all about va
lves and conveyor belts,
but when he started tellin
g me about it, I rea lised
it was exactly what I wa
nted to do!

And what about mech
anical
engineering?

How did you get your job at
Olitek, and what do you do
there?

They complement each
other rea lly well.
Mechanica l engineering
is the most open-ended
discipline in engineering
. It dea ls a lot with
moving parts and thing
s like that. That’s rea lly
helpfu l for design, where
you’re ma king things
for people to use.

I went to an online networking event run by the
QUT Mechanical Engineering Student Society
and got talking to the CEO of Olitek. Afterwards
I contacted him by email, and eventually he
offered me a job. Olitek is an R&D firm and I’m
working on a robotic mining project. I do a lot
of the documentation and help out with testing.
I like that I get to do hands-on work!

I like that I get
”
to do hands-on work!
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Has the course lived up to your
expectations so far?

How did you get intere
sted in
industrial design?

Bachelor of Design (Industrial Design)/Bachelor
of Engineering (Honours) (Mechanical Engineering), QUT

F

lynn Schrantz is in his thi
rd year of the
five-year industria l des
ign and engineering
double degree at QU T. He
gave us the
lowdown on the course
and how he landed a
great job at an engineer
ing firm before finishing
his degree.

STEM Ambassador, QUT

Undergraduate Mechanical Engineer, Olitek

Flynn Schrantz discovered industrial design through
a graphics teacher who had worked in industry
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Tips to help score the
design engineering gig you wa
nt

Social
connections

Throw a follow at these exc
ellent
engineering resources for
the
funny and the informative
!

The right formula
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NASA TV youtube.com/c/NA
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Twitter
#DEC Design…Engineer…C
onstruct!
@DECinSchools

> Like challen ges
> Are creative
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real world
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Sign up
• Hit up LinkedIn for enginee
ring
internships and score an opp
ortunity
to hone your skills at places
like the
CSIRO and Canva.
• Join a club and volunteer.
QUT offers
the opportunity to be part of
the campus
Engineers Without Borders club
, so you get
a bucket load of experience
while doing
a bunch of good!
• Read all about your design
engineering options at
CareerswithSTEM.com from
the
peeps in the industry.

Insta
@engineering_made_easy

